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Officer 
 

1. Filtering Briefs 
a. By Location <Have check box pre-selected for Ramsey County and the St. Paul Agency. 

These filter boxes should be fully expanded> “Your patrol will be happening on the West 
Side of St. Paul today, how would you see these briefing items for this.” 

 
b. By Time and Tag <Have all boxes deselected when start>  “You have been off for a few 

days and want to see what is going on for PC pickup and holds. You are interested in 
figuring out what new PC pickup and hold briefing items have been added in the last day. 
How would you do this?”  

 
c. By Roll Call “You were at roll call this morning and the sergeant went over several 

briefing items. You would now like to take a look at the items covered during roll call in 
your squad car.” <Will likely miss the bottom roll call filter option>  

 
2. Adding and Push Briefs 

a. “You will like to create a brief about a PC Pickup and hold. Your shift will end soon, so 
you will like to inform the next shift officer to stop by the relevant location for this case. 
How would you do this?” <Have them “create brief.” - will autofill with suspect Willis 
Jimson among other information - fields will auto-fill for most parts. Have them “share” the 
brief with the officer that will be taking over i.e. Bilbo Baggins> 
 

3. Viewing Briefs and Taking Action  
a. Commenting 

i. “You are now the officer on the next shift (i.e. Bilbo Baggins), you have checked 
up on the relevant location for the briefing item and would like to leave a note. 
How would you do this?” <officer will open the briefing item and add a comment>  

 
b. Resolving Brief 

i. “A day later, the suspect for this case has been arrested. The briefing item is no 
longer relevant and can be removed from the system, how would you do this?” 
<officer will go into the brief modal and hit “resolve”>  

 
4. Checking Brief Status 

a. You recently submitted a brief to have approved by the supervisor. Where would you go 
to check the status of this? <the point of this scenario would be to see how the officer 
responds to the notification page>  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Sergeant 
 

1. Marking Roll-Call Items 
i. “You are now acting as a sergeant for this scenario. You arrive at the police 

department and would like to put together a list of roll call items to present to the 
other officers for today’s shift.  <Direct user to focus on marking the warrants as 
the roll call items>  

2. Would it go to the roll call screen.  
3. Block party - not something you would put in.  
4. Print it out the block so possible upload a random thing.  
5. “I want to look, read, and be done” 
6. GIS - different pegs . 

 
7. Checking Notifications 

a. Rejecting Briefs 
i. “As a sergeant, you were recently notified by a fellow officer that they have 

submitted a brief item for review, and you must now personally review the item 
and reject it, as the officer selected the wrong relevant address.” How would you 
do this? <Direct officer to reject one of the “pending” cases and input a rational>  

 
 
Post-Usability Test Questions:  
 

- Overall impression and glanceability of modal brief  
- Overall impression and glanceability of the brief preview.  
- Do you see this being useful for your department's roll call?  
- How do you feel about the map and filterability  
- How do you feel about the feed-type view.  
- Feedback on pushing briefs to a specific officers (will this help with your communication?).  
- Ease of entry - do you think this new system would be easier to enter briefing items?  
- Overall system - overwhelming? 
- What is missing? (e.g. from the fields).  

 


